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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET

MARIJUANA: FEDS

VS.

STATES

It is increasingly clear that the cannabis industry is caught in the cross hairs of the Federal Government
Attorney General Sessions is dead set against this industry. The President apparently is also against recreational. He is for medical.
I mentioned in an earlier newsletter that if the White House was considering using 100,000 troops to deport illegals, they have the will
power and resources to go after States that have voted in recreational marijuana.
The battle lines have now been drawn in the USA. Feds vs. States. The Feds will enforce Federal Law and do what it takes to enforce.
Our website targets opportunities to make money in the cannabis industry. Choosing stocks in this grim scenario will be difficult at best.
Clearly any company that is heavily dependent on recreational marijuana has to be suspect as an investment. There will be huge blood
letting in this industry. Marijuana companies have enormous problems without the Feds enforcing Federal Law.
Some industry professionals have argued that the industry is now too large, that national support for pot is too pro-marijuana, that the Feds
will lose the day. This kind of argument will not hold water in the intermediate and long run. There will be enormous dislocations in the
cannabis industry. They have already started. However, marijuana plants will still be grown in the USA.
Investors need to understand where the needles in the haystack are; which stocks will be hurt less; which companies have business models
that will survive as medical marijuana. One 2 cent stock fits this definition: Amfil Technologies, AMFE.
We will discuss Amfil’s GROzone technology and why we believe it will be a growth survivor in this environment. Cannabis will be grown.
But this industry will not come close to the wild projections made by self-serving Green Rush prognosticators.

